
Steve Kaufman's Favorite Celtic Reels for
Guitar Volume 1: A Comprehensive Guide for
Aspiring Guitarists
The enchanting world of Celtic music has captivated audiences for
centuries, and the guitar has become an integral part of its captivating
melodies and rhythmic intricacies. If you aspire to master the art of playing
Celtic reels on the guitar, Steve Kaufman's "Favorite Celtic Reels for Guitar
Volume 1" is an invaluable resource that will guide you seamlessly through
the journey.

About the Book

Published by Mel Bay Publications, "Favorite Celtic Reels for Guitar
Volume 1" is a comprehensive instructional book designed for both
beginner and intermediate guitarists. Written by the late Steve Kaufman, a
renowned guitarist and educator, the book provides a step-by-step
approach to learning authentic Celtic reels.
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The book is meticulously structured into 10 chapters, each focusing on a
specific aspect of Celtic reel playing. Each chapter includes clear and
concise instructions, detailed diagrams, and a wealth of musical examples
to aid your comprehension.

Chapter 1: to Celtic Reels

This chapter serves as a foundational guide to Celtic reels, their history,
and their unique rhythmic characteristics. It also provides valuable insights
into the techniques and fingerings used in reel playing.

Chapter 2: Basic Reel Strumming Patterns

The journey begins with an exploration of essential reel strumming
patterns. Kaufman breaks down the fundamental right-hand techniques and
provides exercises to develop coordination and dexterity.

Chapter 3: Double-Stops

Double-stops, a defining feature of Celtic guitar playing, are introduced in
this chapter. Kaufman explains the different types of double-stops and
offers practical exercises to master this technique.

Chapter 4: Hammer-Ons and Pull-Offs

Hammer-ons and pull-offs are essential for adding fluidity and
ornamentation to your playing. Kaufman provides clear instruction on
executing these techniques and demonstrates their application in reel
playing.



Chapter 5: Slides and Vibrato

Slides and vibrato techniques add expressive depth to Celtic reels. This
chapter covers the proper execution of slides and vibrato techniques and
their tasteful incorporation into your playing.

Chapter 6: Celtic Scales

Celtic scales, with their distinctive intervals and melodic patterns, are
integral to the authenticity of Celtic reels. Kaufman introduces the major
and minor Celtic scales and provides exercises for practicing their unique
tonalities.

Chapter 7: Celtic Ornaments

Celtic ornaments, such as rolls, triplets, and grace notes, add
embellishments and flair to reel playing. This chapter explores various
ornaments and provides exercises to develop dexterity and accuracy.

Chapter 8: Reel Repertoire

The heart of the book lies in the collection of 14 traditional Celtic reels.
Each reel is presented with a detailed tablature and strumming pattern. The
tunes range from beginner-friendly to more challenging pieces, providing
ample opportunities for growth and progression.

Chapter 9: Advanced Strumming Patterns

As your skills advance, Kaufman introduces more intricate strumming
patterns to add rhythmic variety and depth to your reels. These patterns



require coordination and precision and help you achieve a more authentic
Celtic sound.

Chapter 10: Exercises and Etudes

The final chapter focuses on strengthening your technique through
dedicated exercises and etudes. These exercises are designed to develop
finger dexterity, coordination, and rhythmic accuracy.

Features

Detailed Tablature: The book features clear and accurate tablature for all
14 reels and exercises, making it accessible to musicians of all levels.

Audio Recordings: Online audio recordings of all the reels and exercises
are available for download, allowing you to hear the music in its intended
form.

Progressive Approach: Kaufman follows a logical and progressive
approach, starting with the basics and gradually introducing more
advanced techniques as you progress.

Exercises and Etudes: Each chapter concludes with exercises and etudes
to reinforce the concepts and techniques presented in the chapter.

Historical Context: The book includes historical context and brief
anecdotes about the origin of Celtic reels and the musicians who have
shaped the tradition.

Benefits



Develop Authentic Celtic Reel Playing Skills: Immerse yourself in the
world of Celtic reels and master the techniques and fingerings used by
seasoned reel players.

Progressive Learning: The structured approach ensures a gradual and
steady progression in your skills, building a solid foundation and avoiding
frustration.

Vast Repertoire: Expand your Celtic reel repertoire with 14 traditional
tunes, ranging from beginner-friendly to more challenging pieces.

Enrich Your Guitar Playing: The techniques and concepts presented in
the book will enhance your overall guitar playing abilities, regardless of
your preferred musical genre.

Online Support: The downloadable audio recordings and additional online
resources provide supplemental support for your learning journey.

If you are passionate about mastering the art of Celtic reels on the guitar,
Steve Kaufman's "Favorite Celtic Reels for Guitar Volume 1" is an
indispensable resource. With its comprehensive approach, detailed
instruction, and rich repertoire, the book will guide you on a transformative
journey into the enchanting world of Celtic music. Embrace the rhythms,
melodies, and techniques of Celtic reels and unlock your musical potential
as you immerse yourself in this captivating musical tradition.
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